Puppy Shipping Request Form
Please read all information carefully before continuing.
We ship pups through the Memphis International Airport using DELTA Cargo’s Pet Safe program.
This program allows for airport staff to care for pets in the event of flight delay or cancellation. Due to
the time and financial investment required to ship pets, we combine shipments into one or two dates
per month. This means we may not be able to ship on the exact date you ask for.
Shipping is stressful on puppies, and until they have received all 4 rounds of vaccinations (at 16
weeks) their immune system can be compromised by stress, resulting in dehydration, diarrhea, and
lethargy. To prevent undue stress on smaller pups, we no longer ship pups under 10lbs or 10 weeks of
age. Pups cannot be shipped during temperatures above 85 degrees F. All pups will be cleared by a
veterinarian prior to shipment, and any observed concerns will result in a cancellation or postponement
of shipping.
Shipping Costs:
$150 Shipping Fee to Duckhill Kennels (payable through our website): Covers airsafe crate, vet
health check, flight arrangement through Delta, and travel to the Memphis airport.
$250-350 Flight Cost to Delta Cargo (payable in most cases at the airport upon picking up the
pup. In some cases, flight cost must be prepaid by Duckhill and reimbursed by client after shipment)
All balances must be paid prior to flight date. (Puppy, any training, and shipping fee) To request
that your pup be shipped, please send the information below to anthony@duckhillkennels.com

Name ___________________________________________
Sire x Dam of your puppy ___________________________ Birthdate of puppy ___________________
Preferred shipping dates (will try to ship as close to as possible) ________________________________
Name of Person Picking up pup at airport _________________________________________
Address as it appears on ID. ____________________________________________________
Phone number _____________________________________
Email _________________________________________
Airport closest to you (and a secondary option if the closest to you is not a very large hub)
__________________________________or _____________________________________

